SUPERIOR STABILITY

FASTER CYCLE TIMES

EASIER UNLOADING

What can you haul in a side dump trailer?

Nearly anything.
When it comes to superior stability, easier
unloading, and faster cycle times – SmithCo
side dump trailers are second-to-none. A trailer
that dumps to the side means more safety and
stability with any haul and offers a more versatile
method of getting the job done.

From construction and agriculture to mining and
demolition, from high volume tubs to doubles and
trains, from large boulders to silage, SmithCo side
dump trailers offer the perfect solution to your
hauling needs, whatever they may be.

Why Side Dumps?
Superior Stability

Faster Cycle Times

Easier Unloading

Side dumps are more stable than end dumps,
end of story. End dumps become unstable when
raised to empty loads. As these loads empty,
the shift in weight also adds to this instability,
sometimes causing these trailers to tip over. A
side dump trailer tips to the side, allowing the
trailer to remain stable while dumping, even on
soft or uneven ground.

Faster dumping comes standard with a side dump.
Side dumps take less time and effort to unload
than other trailers and can be further customized
for weight and capacity. The dumping process is
easier and efficiency is maximized during each
dump cycle.

Side dumps make unloading easy. They can hold
a greater range of materials than end dumps or
belly dumps, because they dump to the side rather
than underneath or at the rear. They also feature
watertight tubs. Side dumps can be emptied
while the driver remains in the cab, and allow for
material to be windrowed or stockpiled. Clean out
is faster and easier than any other trailer type.

“Our history
was founded on integrity, honesty,
and quality craftsmanship, and that holds true today.”
Scott Lovell, President and CEO

Customer Service Like No Other
With SmithCo, you’re not a number, you’re part of
the team.
SmithCo leads the industry in responsive customer
service. We don’t just sell you a great trailer, we
partner with you before, during, and after the sale
to make sure all your needs have been met and your
questions answered.

Our experienced staff has studied state, federal,
and international laws. We make sure your side
dump is designed to maximize your profits while
maintaining adherence to applicable road laws.
We even provide you with a drawing that shows
your current equipment and the best SmithCo
option for your need. You won’t find better
customer support with any other company.

Why SmithCo?
Quality Craftsmanship
We are the side dump experts. For more than 25
years, SmithCo has been producing the best side
dump trailers available and they are the only type
of trailer we manufacture. We’re proud to be the
leader in custom design, innovation, and quality.
Welds are inspected twice before paint is applied in
our climate-controlled facility. Our trailers undergo
an expansive ‘no-stone-unturned’ final inspection
to make sure your trailer functions as designed.

SmithCo trailers have the highest resale value
on the market because of our expertise and
experience in manufacturing. Our development
process allows us to quickly design custom
trailers for specific needs. We take pride in
getting customers the right trailer that will serve
them for many years and maximize their profits.
We don’t just build trailers, we build solutions.

Agriculture
SmithCo’s side dump trailers are workhorses in
agriculture. From farming to feedlot, SmithCo
agriculture trailers are as ready to work as you
are. Pull a side dump with your tractor or truck.

Construction
Our side dump trailers are built for construction.
SmithCo’s trailers are made to haul dirt, rock,
millings, riprap, or other materials on the toughest
job sites. Construction grade tires available.

Demolition
SmithCo’s side dump trailers can hold up to the
many challenges of demolition hauling. Rugged,
durable, and customizable, our trailers are built
to last with a one-piece tub that releases clean
loads each time.

Industries We Serve
Superior Stability, Faster Cycle Times, Easier Unloading
SmithCo side dump trailers are already working
in your industry. Side dump trailers can work offroad or on the highway, in conditions ranging

from desert heat to arctic cold, and can be made
to haul nearly any material. No matter what
industry you’re in, SmithCo has a solution for you.

Mining
SmithCo’s side dump trailers can change your mine.
Our custom mining trailers are at work around the
world in gold, iron ore, and other mineral mines and
make opening satellite mines feasible.

Waste
SmithCo side dump trailers can haul waste
materials safely. Tubs feature a watertight
design to better transport materials like refuse,
byproducts from waste water treatment and coalfired electrical plants, hazardous substances,
recyclables, and more. These materials will stay in
the tub body and not leak out onto the roadway.
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SX Tub Series; SX1 (Single Axle Side Dump Trailer), SX2 (Tandem Axle Side Dump Trailer), SX3 (Three Axle Side Dump Trailer), SX4 (Four Axle Side Dump Trailer),
SX5 (Five Axle Side Dump Trailer)
MHVSR Tub (Medium High Volume Semi Round)
SHV Tub (Super High Volume)
Feedlot Trailers
CP20 (Ag Pup)
CP30 (Construction Pup)
Mine Trailers
TMB (Truck Mount Boxes)

”SmithCo’s
side dump trailer is my trailer of choice.
I found the SmithCo side dump is more versatile in what it can haul.
The design made it easy to safely, quickly, and cleanly switch
between material types and deliver whatever the load. “
Bob Perry, Minnesota Business Enterprises
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